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TRANS-EUROPE EXPRESS. TOURS OF A LOST 
CONTINENT – Owen Hatherley 

Culture editor of Tribune and columnist for the Guardian, Owen Hatherley published Trans-Europe 
Express: Tours of a Lost Continent in 2018, an insightful book that offers a comprehensive tour of the 
political and architectural history of Europe, from Dublin, in Ireland to Lviv, in Ukraine. Neither a travel 

guide nor a history book, Trans-Europe Express explores what European 
cities have in common, and what belonging to the same continent, and in 
most cases to the EU, actually means. While cities may seem chaotic or a 
mere result of events happening on a much larger scale, their development 
is eminently political and deserves exploration.  

The essence of the European city is also a question that British politicians 
and city planners tried to answer in the 1980s and 1990s, as they 
attempted to somewhat model Gateshead on Bilbao, Salford on 
Rotterdam, and Sheffield on Barcelona, Hatherley explains. Yet all of 
these towns voted to leave the EU in 2016 as they failed to truly integrate 
those European cultural and social projects into everyday life. But even 
on the continent, once one escapes the “most liveable” cities, Hatherley 
found that European towns were not so social, clean, walkable, egalitarian 
or multicultural. However, on reading the book, one thing becomes clear: 
the “European city” does not exist. Each of them is a singular 
combination of historical events, local and national political ambitions as 

well as geographical characteristics, which as a whole, reflect the city’s relationship to its past.    

Eager to avoid the “conventional” definitions of Eastern, Western, Northern and Southern Europe, 
Hatherley takes the reader on his European tour through six regions: the Atlantic, the Mediterranean, the 
Balkans, the Baltic, and the North Sea regions, as well as Central Europe, He visits twenty-four cities, 
capitals and lesser-known towns alike, from which Brussels remains absent, only mentioned in the 
introduction as the European capital that has failed to create any kind of European identification through its 
own architectural image.  

Although the chapters are sometimes uneven and the architectural descriptions might be perceived as 
abstract despite the pictures, Trans-Europe Express remains a fascinating hybrid book on contemporary 
Europe. In each of the cities, the reader wanders through the streets and through time alongside the author, 
who tries to determine what made them the way they are today. Another of the book’s interesting features 
is that the reader does not discover the towns via their most famous landmarks, but via the buildings and 
neighbourhoods that are the most significant illustrations of their political history. Aachen’s university 
clinic, Munich’s social housing buildings, Le Havre’s train station or Stockholm’s suburbs are probably not 
the first place that most people would choose to visit. Yet their relevance is revealed throughout the book, 
as we learn of Europe’s past, marked by the rise and fall of empires, by communism and national-
socialism, and its current struggles.  
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